
Pro Club Fitness & Cybex Golf Performance Program
!
The Program is designed to enhance specific physical attributes that leads 
to a smooth, efficient, & powerful golf swing regardless of age or golfing 
ability. !!
The Program is NOT intended to correct a problem in the swing, which is 
left up to the Golf Pro & his assistants, but rather providing a core that is 
strong & flexible which allows the golfer to achieve the correct movements 
for the perfect golf swing. EX. Correcting a follow-through: If the golfer is 
unable to rotate properly then he is not going to achieve the proper result 
no matter how much time &/or money is spent on lessons.!!
With a strong & flexible core, not only does the golfer build a strong 
foundation for a golf swing but it will improve the golfers overall stamina ( 3 
day Club Championship) & increase tolerances to the stresses that may 
result in overuse injuries & repetition of certain movements.!!
But the # 1 priority is playing golf NOT spending endless hours in the gym. 
This program is designed to be specific & targeted with stretches & 
exercises that can be completed in 30 min. Allowing more time to hit the 
fairways.!!
Every golfer HAS to have an effective swing, but no one swing is right for 
every golfer. EX. Bubba Watson: over-rotation but a smooth, efficient, & 
powerful over-rotation. So how was the program designed to build an 
effective swing, be good for every swing, and be accomplished in 30 min? 
Cybex conducted research on over 500 golfers of differing abilities & 
examined the different aspect of the swing & body movements. With this 
data they identified 4 physical prerequisites that is absolutely essential to a 
successful golf swing, regardless of the type of move you put on the ball.!!!!!!!!!
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1. Rotation, Rotation, ROTATION!
 !
This can't be emphasized enough. All good swings begin & end with a tight, 
fluid rotation, driven by the pelvis & trunk, which in turn delivers the golf 
club head to the ball with max. velocity. Rotation is the Hub of the program 
& since good rotation comes from the interaction of 3 additional elements, it 
is included in each of the developed fitness programs that emphasis 
rotation plus of the next 3 physical attributes.!!!
2. Dynamic Posture!!
Everyone is probably familiar with the image of a golfer in a proper set up. 
That however is a static position & there is a lot of movement that occurs 
between that position & the moment of impact. While in motion, the body 
tends to shift position, the pelvis moves forward, the spine may round off, 
or the trunk may tilt. All of these can negatively affect your rotation & 
compromise the swing and may even be a catalyst for overuse injuries.!!
Good dynamic posture means that you CAN maintain ( have the ability 
NOT just the knowledge) a properly aligned position throughout the 
swing…setup to impact, to follow-through. This makes your turn smooth & 
efficient & reduces the stress on the body.!!!
3. Balance (from Heel to Toe)!!
We all have the idea that we must be balanced during our golf swing. But 
balance, as it relates to the golf swing, is UNILATERAL. Heel to Toe. 
Unless you are on a steep slope (or have one leg shorter than the other) 
you will very rarely fall over sideways. So balance is controlling weight 
distribution from HEEL to TOE. !!
If your body weight shifts too much towards your heels or your toes, your 
rotation will become wobbly. Your swing plane will suffer & you will lose 
distance or worse. If you can keep your weight centred over your feet 
evenly, you will be more effective at making your weight transfer & your 
rotation will be more fluid.!
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4. Weight Transfer!!
This is shifting your weight onto your trail side leg ( the side away from the 
target) during your backswing & then onto your lead leg (the leg closest to 
the target) in the downswing. Proper weight transfer aligns your body mass 
with your hip joints making rotation effortless (ROTATION AGAIN). Too 
much weight shift (beyond your hips) or not enough transfer ( weight 
remains in your hips) makes it more difficult to turn  AROUND your hips 
(ROTATION). We fight through this difficultly by using more muscle activity 
and energy which in turns leads to an inefficient & error prone swing.!!
Proper weight transfer comes from a strong core that allows weight to be 
moved side to side, without allowing your hips to move too far beyond the 
trail or lead foot. (known as a “slide”).  !!
Solid Base = smoother turn = tremendous increase in golf potential.!!!
5. Flexibility !!
Stretching is valuable. It can ease tight muscles, prevent injuries, & add 
suppleness to the golf motion. Strength & Flexibility go hand in hand.  We 
have integrated stretching & warm-up exercises in each program & have 
placed the emphasis on hips, spine, and shoulders. !!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
SELECTING THE ROUTINE:!!
The 4 exercise routines of The Program focus on the physical foundations 
of the swing: ROTATION, DYNAMIC POSTURE, BALANCE, and WEIGHT 
TRANSFER. ROTATION & FLEXIBILITY is the core of the golf swing so 
they are integrated into the other 3 programs. !!
Program 1: Flexibility + Rotation + Posture!!
Program 2: Flexibility + Rotation + Balance!!
Program 3: Flexibility + Rotation + Weight Transfer!!
Each program is a 4-week program divided into four 1-week blocks of 3x 30 
minutes sessions each week. These week blocks vary the focus from week 
1-4 , shifting from strength, to endurance, & ultimately to power. These 
week blocks get progressively more challenging over the 4-week plan.!!
Besides focusing on Flexibility, Rotation, & the selected foundation, Each 
session includes exercises for shoulders, elbows, & wrists.!!
At the end of the 4-week program, the golfer is provided with a score card 
that explains each exercise in the sessions & his progress. The golfer will 
be able to use this scorecard to continue his development in the selected 
program or begin a new program with the Trainer. !!
NOTE: Each program is specially designed and tailored to the individual 
golfer using the advice and swing analysis of The Golf Pro. Each program 
can be altered to increase the time of each session (30 min. to 60 min). or 
the frequency of the workouts depending on the fitness level & ability of the 
individual golfer.!
!
!
!
!
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Members have a choice between 3 packages: PAR, BIRDIE, & EAGLE .!!
Each package consists of:!!
A 30 minute swing analysis with a Golf Pro. He will assess & record 
findings according to physical aspects that may need to be improved upon 
in order to allow the golfer to achieve the desired golf movement & thus 
improve his /her swing. (rotation, posture, balance, weight transfer)!!
A 60 minute fitness evaluation. Assessment of the golfer’s current fitness 
health & explanation of the swing analysis.  A program will be selected & 
explained in detail. Afterwards appropriate sessions will be booked. !!
PAR PACKAGE:!!
30 MIN SWING ANALYSIS + 60 MIN FITNESS EVALUATION!!
1 CORE PROGRAM SELECTION: FLEXIBILITY & ROTATION !
+ 1 of POSTURE or BALANCE or WEIGHT TRANSFER!
3 x 30 minute sessions/week for 4 weeks!!
BIRDIE PACKAGE:!!
30 MIN SWING ANALYSIS + 60 MIN FITNESS EVALUATION!!
2 CORE PROGRAM SELECTION: FLEXIBILITY & ROTATION & 
POSTURE + 1 of BALANCE or WEIGHT TRANSFER!
3 x 45 minute sessions/week for 4 weeks!!
EAGLE PACKAGE:!!
30 MIN SWING ANALYSIS + 60 MIN FITNESS EVALUATION!
1 CORE PROGRAM SELECTION: ADVANCED FLEXIBILITY & 
ROTATION + ALL 3 CORE PROGRAMS (POSTURE, BALANCE, WEIGHT 
TRANSFER)!
3 x 30-45 minute sessions/week for 8 weeks + a 30 MIN FOLLOW-UP 
SWING ANALYSIS


